Churchill's most famous work.
5) The impact of the war on Britain and the details of Cabinet meetings are vague; Churchill alone confronts the French, Hitler, the Soviets, the Americans; one critic says, "Every instance of adversity becomes an occasion for the narrator's triumph." These indictments contain -in the words of Arthur Balfour -much that is true and much that is trite, but what's true is trite, and what's not trite is not true.
Churchill himself insisted that the volumes were memoirs: "This is not history-this is my case"-his "life effort," in which he was "content to be judged."
In other places he calls them "a contribution to history." Some of his admirers would say he dissembles and is too modest. Professor John Keegan, in an introduction to a recent new edition, calls The Second World War "a great history" of "monumental quality...extraordinary in its sweep and comprehensiveness, balance and literary effect; extraordinary in the singularity of its point of view; extraordinary as the labour of a man, already old, who still had ahead of him a career large enough to crown most other statesmen's lives; extraordinary as a contribution to the memorabilia of the English-speaking peoples."
If that seems too pro-Churchill a view, consider Malcolm Muggeridge's appropriate evaluation: the volumes are "historic rather than historical." Or Manfred Weidhorn's: "a record of history made rather than written....No other wartime leader in history has given us a work of two million words written only a few years after the events and filled with messages among world potentates which had so recently been heated and secret. Britain was led by a professional writer."
Wishing to build up "the Churchill Legend," goes another familiar refrain, our author ignored or buried unpleasant facts, or twisted them to suit his purpose.
I have yet to read a memoir that didn't. Yet few memoirs are so magnanimous, as illustrated by a principle Churchill adopts in his Preface: "never criticising any argued with Roosevelt and Stalin, engaged in carpet bombing...Perhaps he felt the need to defend his actions, knowing that very soon he would be secondguessed by postwar critics, former colleagues and historians eager to seize on and emphasize his faults and mistakes-which were manifestly there. In fact, "revisionism" had begun as he worked: "In view of the many accounts which are extant and multiplying of my supposed aversion from any kind of large-scale opposed-landing, such as took place in Normandy in 1944," Churchill wrote in Volume II, Chapter XII, "it may be convenient if I make clear that from the very beginning I provided a great deal of the impulse and authority for creating the immense apparatus and armada for the landing of armour on the beaches..."
Australian Prime Minister Robert Menzies (who really didn't get along well with him during the war) told Churchill in 1948, in the light of hindsight: "You realize that five years after your death...clever young men will be writing books explaining that you were never right about anything?" Churchill snorted, "You think so, do you?" "Yes," Menzies added, "but not many years later, the clever young men will have been forgotten, and your name will be seen clearly at the pinnacle." Well, the recent spate of Churchill critiques (some good, some dreadful) are going out of print, and The Second World War is still selling.
The merits of our author's six substantial volumes tend rather to eclipse their evident flaws. There is, first, what Robert Pilpel calls "the warm sense of communion," through which only a great writer can place the reader at his side in the march of events. Those events are conducted like a symphony. "In the great drama, he was the greatest," said de Gaulle of our author, and The Second World War is magnificently dramatic. Manfred Weidhorn compares its greatest scenes with those of a first class novel: "Such is the eerie sense of déjà vu and Saud of Arabia, whose religion forbids tobacco and alcohol, which Churchill says are mandated by his religion; his courtly letter to the Japanese Ambassador, signed "your obedient servant, announcing "with highest consideration" that a state of war exists with his country ("When you have to kill a man it costs nothing to be polite"); parties with Stalin where Churchill pooh-poohs the storied drinking bouts ("I had been properly brought up"). All this levity "somehow sits well with the cataclysmic and lugubrious matter of the story," Weidhorn adds, "for Churchill does not allow the humor to take the sting out of events or reduce war to a mere game. He simply refuses to overlook the light side....Such a tone, markedly different from the histrionics of the other side, may well be a secret of survival. As Shaw said, he who laughs lasts."
It is important to remember that The Second World War is not all memoirs.
Each volume contains lengthy appendices of personal minutes, telegrams and directives to military and civilian officials which Churchill had secured permission to publish. Here again he has been accused of bias, selectivity and an air of infallibility; some of the documents are trivial-even unworthy of him. But in the main they had a powerful effect: they kept everyone's eyes on the prize.
My favourite example appears in Appendix C to Volume III, The Grand Alliance, where Churchill responds to General Brooke's report on an invasion exercise called VICTOR, which presupposed that the Germans landed five divisions on the Norfolk coast and established a beachhead within forty-eight hours. Churchill writes:
"I presume the details of this remarkable feat have been worked out by the Staff concerned. Let me see them. For instance, how many ships and transports carried these five Divisions? How many Armoured vehicles did they comprise? How many motor lorries, how many guns, how much ammunition, how many men, how many tons of stores, how far did they advance in the first forty-eight hours, how many men and vehicles were assumed to have landed in the first twelve hours, what percentage of loss were they debited with? What happened to the transports and store-ships while the first forty-eight hours of fighting were going on? Had they completed emptying their cargoes, or were they still lying in shore off the point protected by superior enemy daylight Fighter formations? How many Fighter airplanes did the enemy have to employ, if so, to cover the landing places?...I should be very glad if the same officers would work out a scheme for our landing an exactly similar force on the French coast at the same extreme range of our Fighter protection and assuming that the Germans have naval superiority in the Channel...."
Professor Eliot Cohen, citing this memo in a paper on "The Problems of Supreme Command" at the 1993 Churchill Conference, tells us that "Brooke replied on April 7th, giving the figures noted by Churchill...plus the assumption that the Germans would consume petrol and food found on British soil. Churchill responded a few weeks later, noting how much more difficult than this British landings in Greece had proven, and continuing to press his inquiries. He noted that on the last two days of the exercise the British were credited with 432 fighter sorties, and the Germans with 1,500, although the Germans had further to fly....Gamely enough, Brooke continued to reply, until the exchange petered out. World War] remains not just a unique revelation of the exercise of power from atop an empire in duress but also one of the fascinating products of the human spirit, both as an expression of a personality and a somewhat anomalous epic tale filled with the depravities, miseries, and glories of man."
-Richard M. Langworth
From the Reviews "Never before, it is safe to say, has the publication of a book in the English language received such widespread acclaim. Newspapers of all political complexions have treated it as a great public event. That the acclamation has been even greater than might have been anticipated is the measure of his unique achievement-to have given the authority and the majesty of history to the stuff of his own times." -Harold Nicolson in The Daily Telegraph, 4 October 1948 "What a theme for a painter in words. It is an incomparable privilege to see the war as Mr. Churchill, directing our Herculean effort, saw it then and as he sees it now. Through chapter after chapter one never loses the realisation that here is one of the lasting works of English literature, one of the enduring memorials of our time, one of the noblest tributes to the endurance and resourcefulness of the British people. These memoirs are the master-work of a master-mind. Distinction shines on every page."
-The Yorkshire Post
Comments
The American Edition preceded the English by six months because Houghton Mifflin were less willing than Cassell to wait for the numerous revisions Churchill was making. To the ire of Cassell he insisted they all be in the English Edition, which he considered definitive. Therefore, the author's "final revise"
(among first editions) appears in the English, not the First Edition. The American Edition is aesthetically inferior to the English for other reasons: it lacks the latter's many folding maps, and textual maps are printed black instead of two-or threecolour, as in the English.
Appraisal
In America this set is the most common of Churchill's works next to Blood, Sweat, and Tears, but is not often seen in true first edition either in the U.S. or in Britain, where it sometimes commands inflated prices. Sets including later impressions may be found for less. Yet cheaper in all these forms is the BOMC Issue (see BOMC entry). 
[THE SECOND WORLD WAR]

Editions, Impressions and Quantities
The following first impressions were published: Vol. I, 75,000; Vol. II, 35,000; Vol III, 61,000; Vol. IV, 70,000; Vol. V, 60,000; Vol VI, 60,000. The work remained in print hardbound until the late 1980s, when prices had risen to $29.95 per volume; the publisher has since issued the volumes softbound. See Cohen for the publishing history.
Identifying first editions:
The most common form of First Edition has yellow stained top page edges, headbands at head and foot of spine, and identifies Riverside Press on title page verso. (See also "Variants.") All First Editions must display date of first publication on title page (1948 for Vol. I, etc.). All reprints omit the title page date.
Dust Jackets
First Edition dust jackets all carry the price $6.00 on upper right corner of front flap; the price was quickly raised to $6.50 but any such jacket is not from the First Edition. Jackets printed red, black and yellow (or cream) on white paper, designed by Ronald Murray, who also drew the type for the jackets, spines and title pages. I own a copy of Vol. III inscribed: "I not only designed this book. I drew the jacket, and shook the hand of the author, Mr. Churchill. Most BOMC issues are bound in a pinkish-red rather than brick red cloth, carry unstained page edges and have no headbands. Most also carry a small debossed blind or black dot on the lower right corner of the rear boards. BOMC dust jacket front flaps do not contain prices but instead contain a line, identifying the work as a selection of the BOMC. Any jacket with the front flap clipped at top and bottom may be strongly suspected to be BOMC's.
Variants:
The Haddon Craftsmen, Scranton, Pa. were the chief manufacturers of BOMC volumes, but the huge press runs created variations.
Continuing our list expanded from Harold Mortlake's catalogue (see "Variants" of the First Edition), the following BOMC issues have been encountered. All are as described in the preceding paragraph unless otherwise noted. Where Mortlake assigned an identifying letter, they are indicated:
Vol. I. Type 1: Haddon Craftsmen, Scranton, Pa. named as manufacturers on verso of title page; blind dot on rear board (Mortlake "E"). Type 2: Kingsport Press, Kingsport, Tenn. on t.p. verso; black dot on rear board (Mortlake "H"). 
Editions, Impressions and Quantities
The following first impressions were published: Vol. I, 221,000; Vol. II, 276,000; Vol III, 300,000; Vol. IV, 275,000; Vol. V, 275,000; Vol VI, 200,000. 
Dust Jackets
The original, and long running, dust jacket was printed red and a second colour against a grey background containing alternating rows of rampant lions and the initials "WSC," the background carrying over both panels and the spine. Some jackets (seen on Volumes I, V and VI) are wrapped with a red paper promotional band about two inches wide printed white.
Variants
The publisher bound 100 presentation sets in black leather. These are handsomely done and easily distinguishable: plain except for gilt spine lettering, issued without dust jackets. They are hotly desired by collectors. 
Comments
All of Churchill's revisions and "overtake corrections" were scrupulously entered by the Cassell which, combined with two-and three-colour textual maps and many finely printed folding maps, makes the English Edition more aesthetically pleasing and more definitive than the American/Canadian. But this was not the end, or even the beginning of the end: Churchill kept revising, based on comment from colleagues and readers, through 1955, when the Chartwell Edition proudly produced the absolute final text!
Appraisal
Since our author insisted that the English Edition was the definitive version, this is clearly the set to own if you plan only to own one. Fortunately, it is in plentiful supply, though it's best to buy all six volumes as a set rather than try to piece them together: the last volume is considerably harder to find than the others. To be truly fine, books should display no spotting on page edges, good colour on the top page edges, pristine boards and unspotted contents; jackets should be as bright on their spines as on their faces, and the red spine type, which is liable to fade, should be clean and bright. Scruffier jacketed and unjacketed sets or later impressions are not in the same league. Jackets with the red and white promotional bands command a premium. The Presentation set in black leather commands a premium price and is very rare. There were no dust jackets; the volumes instead carried plain glassine wrappers.
Variants
The books were offered by mail order in early 1955 in thick, stout boards bound in two versions by "Britain's finest craftsmen" which were rightly described as "beautiful examples of the Bookbinders' art." Standard: red canvas, titles on brown leather spine panels; on top boards the volume title gilt with a specially commissioned embossed medallion of Churchill on a leather label, £12 19s. 6d. 
Appraisal:
This beautiful edition is the most elaborate and luxurious rendering of Churchill's war memoirs, and would be the second set to add after a First English Edition-which it complements nicely, being not only profusely illustrated but fully corrected with all of Churchill's revisions since the original volumes. The Standard binding has lately become scarce in truly fine condition (perfect spine labels, bright colours, no interior gutterbreaks and has risen dramatically in value.
The Deluxe binding can command yet more if it is in pristine condition.
Gutterbreaks are common on these large, thick volumes, and the leather spine labels of Standard bindings are often chipped; such sets sell for half these prices, but even then, they are worth it; this is a truly desirable edition.
Specimen Sample: One function of the Educational Book Company was the support of students, who sold Chartwell Editions door to door. The young salesmen usually carried a "sample" bound in black leatherette, blocked "SPECIMEN" in gilt on the top board. The boards fold back to reveal the two bindings, the colour frontispiece and title page of Volume I, excerpted textual pages including twelve maps from Volume II, and twenty-four pages of photographs plus four colour plates.
[THE SECOND WORLD WAR] Time-Life Illustrated Abridged Edition: ICS A123f
Publisher: Time-Life Inc., New York 1959
Two volumes
Taking its text from the First Abridged Edition, this elaborate quarto set is illustrated by photographs and paintings from the files of Life magazine, many published for the first time, and unique maps specially drawn for this edition.
Bound in half blue (Vol. I) or half green (Vol. 2) and black leatherette, blocked gilt on spine and top boards, it was published in two formats: Standard: in dust jackets (blue and green respectively), published at $25. Deluxe: slipcased with a 33 1/3 rpm record containing excerpts from Churchill's wartime speeches, published at $39.95. (The record came in a glassine envelope; the volumes were not jacketed in this format).
The Time-Life Edition is unique and attractive, but some tend to think it's worth more than it is. It had a huge sale (the Standard version is quite scarcer than the Deluxe), and copies are not difficult to come by. 
Twelve volumes
This novel edition issued to mark the Churchill Centenary was described by the publisher as "quarter brown morocco and olive Kivar" (a kind of imitation kidskin) with a gilt Churchill medallion on the cover; much rarer is the variant binding in full blue leatherette, blocked silver. Profusely illustrated (Vol. I contains eight groups of four page photo sections), head and foot bands, yellow cloth page markers, decorative endpapers. The text was reset for this edition; maps and charts were redrawn and printed in halftone rather than two-or three-colour.
The setting is shared with the Diner's Club "Major Works" edition of The Second World War (see Appendix).
Sold via mail order by the Heron Books firm at £2.75 ($7.70) each plus post, the volumes were advertised as offering "the luxury of real leather" and "the grandeur of 23 carat gold." The textual history of the Heron books is interesting.
As with previous twelve-volume works, they break the original six volumes into Churchill's "books." The text of Volumes I-IV was offprinted from the considerably revised Second Edition of Gathering Storm and Finest Hour (1949, 1950) . Like all "limited editions," this is nothing more than a fancy reprint, and because so many cheaper sets are around, it was no bargain. Textually it retains all the drawbacks of the First American Edition from which it is taken; what a shame Easton Press, which is capable of highly professional reprints, did not print from the English Edition instead! The pigskin binding is heavily dyed, carries no aroma and cracks audibly when the stiff boards are opened. Although it has appeal to collectors of leather-lined libraries, there is really nothing to recommend it over the many other fine editions described above-and much to condemn it. I have not seen the set on the secondhand market. I do not think it will hold its original price.
Taiwan Issues
Both the six-volume original and the 1959 Abridgement were published in Taiwan on cheap page stock, reproducing from the Cassell English editions.
Whether or not these are "pirated" I leave to the Bibliographers, but that is the general impression in the book trade, where they command very low prices.
Six-volumes Unabridged:
Offprinted from the English Edition, possibly a later edition, since the title pages are not from the English first. On rear free endpapers of each volume is a Chinese inscription rubber stamped in purple ink (2 x 1 1/8"). Measuring 5 1/2 x 8 1/4", the books are smaller than the English Edition, but similarly bound. Dust jackets also mimic the English but with different printing: Vol. I, black and red; Vol. II, dark purple and red; Vols. III, IV and VI, dark green and red; Vol VI, dark blue and red. The Vol. VI dust jacket states "Overseas Edition" in red on front inside flap; none of the others do.
One-volume Abridged:
Offprinted from the English Edition, with a Chinese inscription printed on page (iv). Bound in beige cloth blocked silver on spine only.
Foreign Translations
Arabic: [MEMOIRS OF WINSTON CHURCHILL]
Published Edition: "All copies of a book printed at any time or times from one setting-up of type without substantial change, including copies printed from stereotype, electrotype [we must now add 'computer scanning'] or similar plates made from that setting of type."
Impression: "The whole number of copies of that edition printed at one time, i.e., without the type or plates being removed from the press." A particular conundrum was posed by the discovery that the stated third impression of the Colonial Malakand Field Force (pressed November 1898) carried the same extensive textual corrections of the Silver Library Edition (pressed at the same time-indeed both these books used the same sheets). How then to classify the third Colonial? It is clearly not a new impression. Our solution was to make it part of a new entry, not cited by Woods, the "Second Edition," along with the Silver Library Edition.
State: "When alterations, corrections, additions or excisions are effected in a book during the process of manufacture, so that copies exhibiting variations go on sale on publication day indiscriminately, these variant copies are conveniently classified as belonging to different states of the edition." Example: the two states of the first English My Early Life.
Issue: "An exception [to the above] is the regular use of issue for variant title pages, usually in respect of the publisher's imprint...[also] when similar variations can be clearly shown to have originated in some action taken after the book was published, two [or more] issues are distinguished." Example: the two issues of The People's Rights, one with an index and appendix, the other with two appendices and no index.
We occasionally sidestep Carter's strict definitions for clarity. With Savrola, for example, Woods states that the first English "edition" was produced from a set of electroplates made up in Boston, a duplicate set to the First American Edition. The English "edition" might therefore be called an "issue," but we do not do so because no one else does, including Woods, and because this book is quite distinct in appearance.
Offprints: Carter defines this as "a separate printing of a section of a larger publication," which is not exactly how modern publishers use it. To us an offprint is a reprint, sometimes reduced but sometimes same-size, of all the pages of an earlier printing (for example the five Canadian offprints of American war speech volumes from The Unrelenting Struggle through Victory. In earlier years offprinting was accomplished by using plates from the original (like the Canadian issue of My African Journey) or by reproducing the type on negatives (like the Australian issue of Secret Session Speeches) In the latter case, the offprint usually exhibits heavy looking type, not as finely printed as the original. Offprints are not usually considered separate editions, but a contretemps arises with modern reprints of long out-of-print works made by photo-reproduction.
Proof copies: From The World Crisis on, proof copies bound in paper wrappers are occasionally encountered. This is a task best left to the bibliographer, except to say that in general they tend to lack illustrations, maps and plans that appear in the published volumes. Although not widely collected, proofs do usually command high prices when they are offered for sale.
Dust Jackets = Dust Wrappers: We generally use the term "dust jacket" to refer to what English bibliophiles usually call a "dust wrapper." The two terms are interchangeable, though words that describe the parts of the dust jacket, aside from "spine," are common to both countries. These are as follows: Flap: The parts of the jacket that fold in around the edge of the boards, front and rear. Face: The front or back panel of the jacket that you see with the book lying flat in front of you.
